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Arginine limitation drives a directed codon-dependent
DNA sequence evolution response in colorectal
cancer cells
Dennis J. Hsu1,2†, Jenny Gao1, Norihiro Yamaguchi1‡, Alexandra Pinzaru1, Qiushuang Wu1,
Nandan Mandayam1, Maria Liberti1, Søren Heissel3, Hanan Alwaseem3, Saeed Tavazoie4,5,6*,
Sohail F. Tavazoie1*

Utilization of specific codons varies between organisms. Cancer represents a model for understanding DNA se-
quence evolution and could reveal causal factors underlying codon evolution. We found that across human
cancer, arginine codons are frequently mutated to other codons. Moreover, arginine limitation—a feature of
tumor microenvironments—is sufficient to induce arginine codon–switching mutations in human colon
cancer cells. Such DNA codon switching events encode mutant proteins with arginine residue substitutions.
Mechanistically, arginine limitation caused rapid reduction of arginine transfer RNAs and the stalling of ribo-
somes over arginine codons. Such selective pressure against arginine codon translation induced an adaptive
proteomic shift toward low-arginine codon–containing genes, including specific amino acid transporters, and
caused mutational evolution away from arginine codons—reducing translational bottlenecks that occurred
during arginine starvation. Thus, environmental availability of a specific amino acid can influence DNA sequence
evolution away from its cognate codons and generate altered proteins.
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INTRODUCTION
Genomes of organisms are enriched in certain codons over others.
The origins of such codon usage biases have been attributed to both
sequence-specific mutational biases that are thought to dominate
over long time scales and to organism-specific transfer RNA
(tRNA) availabilities as encoded in the genomes of difference
species (1). However, the challenge inherent to observing the emer-
gence of such a long time scale process has precluded definitive
support for various proposed models. The mechanisms underlying
the emergence of codon usage bias, including the extent to which
tRNAs shape genomic evolution, have also remained poorly
defined. We reasoned that for cancer cells, which divide rapidly,
acquire mutations more frequently relative to normal cells, and
are exposed to a variety of selective pressures, the evolution of
DNA sequence biases would be expedited. This would allow us to
detect the emergence of codon-based sequence changes and search
for potential underlying mechanisms.

RESULTS
Arginine codons and residues are frequently lost through
mutation across human cancers
To determine whether specific codons or amino acids are favored in
cancer genomes, we computationally assessed codon-switching
events—defined as the gain or loss of a codon via mutation—
across all cancers in The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) (2). Al-
though dozens of mutational signatures have been shown to be
operant with varying weights in different cancers (3), we observed
that the majority of cancers displayed unexpectedly similar patterns
of codon gains and losses (fig. S1A). Notably, when collapsed onto
their cognate amino acids, we observed that arginine codons were
universally depleted across all cancer types (Fig. 1A and fig. S1B).
Thus, mutagenic events affecting arginine codons are extremely fre-
quent in cancer.

Mutational processes have been shown to act more frequently at
specific nucleotides based on their surrounding contexts (3, 4). It is
therefore important to distinguish between observed codon changes
that simply resulted from sequence-specific mutational biases
versus codon-switching events that arose from evolutionary selec-
tion for or against a given codon. To distinguish between these pos-
sibilities, we devised a series of computational simulations that used
cancer-specific mutational signatures to model expected codon-
switching events (fig. S2). We extracted mutational signatures
from the noncoding regions of cancer genomes to build an unbiased
model, reasoning that mutations arising in nontranslated regions
would be less affected by selective pressures, such as tRNA or
amino acid availability, which would be unique to protein-coding
genes. Consistent with this possibility, we observed notable dispar-
ities in the frequencies of different mutations between coding and
noncoding regions of the genome (fig. S3). Modeling codon
changes using mutational spectra derived from the noncoding
genome further highlighted arginine codon–switching events as
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being especially overrepresented in coding genes (Fig. 1B and fig.
S4). These findings support the possibility that certain codon-
switching mutational events in the coding genome may confer se-
lective fitness to cells. At the codon level, the most frequently lost
codons across all cancers were arginine codons: CGG, CGA,
CGC, and AGA, with frequent conversions to CAC (histidine),
TGC (cysteine), ATA (isoleucine), and CTA (leucine) ( fig. S4).
Thus, arginine codon–switching events in the coding genome are
generally overrepresented even when one considers mutation-
al biases.

Next, to identify the tumor types and potential stresses associat-
ed with arginine codon mutational loss, we first compared our com-
putational predictions with biological observations for each tumor

type. This revealed that stomach adenocarcinoma (STAD) and co-
lorectal adenocarcinoma (COADREAD) tumors were the most en-
riched in arginine codon–switching events and most notably
deviated from the simulated background expectation compared to
other cancer types (Fig. 1C). In contrast, although endometrial car-
cinomas (UCEC) exhibited the highest degree of arginine codon–
switching, these events were relatively well-accounted for by se-
quence-specific mutational biases. Thus, the extent to which argi-
nine codon–switching mutations occur in excess varies based on
tumor type and is most overrepresented in colorectal and
stomach cancers.

Fig. 1. Arginine codons and residues are frequently lost and are associated with an increase in ASS1 expression. (A) Heatmap depicting codons gained (red) and
lost (blue) across the TCGA. Gains and losses are normalized to the total number of missense and silent mutation events per sample for each cancer type. (B) Qualitative
chord diagram showing amino acid switching events in cancer after adjustment from simulations. Ribbons that directly touch a column segment indicate loss of that
specific amino acid codon during amutational event and gain of the corresponding amino acid codon in which the ribbon terminates. Ribbons that begin and end at the
same amino acid represent synonymous mutations. (C) Arginine codon–switching events observed versus predicted. Clusters were assigned with Affinity Propagation.
(D) ASS1 expression in colorectal cancer (CRC) samples with either a high-degree or low-degree of arginine codon–switching events (n = 96 per group) with whiskers
denoting minimum and maximum values. (DESeq2, ****Padjusted < 0.0001).
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Increased arginine codon loss associates with expression of
bioenergetic pathways
Because mutations involving arginine codons are especially over-
represented in colorectal and gastric cancers, we sought to identify
a common pattern between the two. We hypothesized that a poten-
tial association with arginine codon loss could be extracellular argi-
nine availability, because arginine is known to become limiting in
tumor microenvironments (5, 6) and the decoding of arginine
codons requires this amino acid. Consistent with this, we observed
that arginosuccinate synthetase 1 (ASS1), a critical gene that catalyz-
es the penultimate step of arginine biosynthesis, was overexpressed
in both colorectal and gastric adenocarcinoma samples that exhib-
ited high-arginine codon–switching events relative to those exhib-
iting low-arginine codon–switching events (Fig. 1D and fig. S5A).
ASS1 has been shown to be variably expressed in tumors and can be

induced when arginine becomes depleted from the tumor microen-
vironment (7, 8). These data suggest that tumors with increased ar-
ginine codon–switching events may have experienced reduced
extracellular arginine bioavailability during their development,
which would have necessitated the expression of arginine biosyn-
thesis pathway components such as ASS1 for survival.

We next asked whether tumors that underwent a high frequency
of arginine codon–switching events share common transcriptional
programs beyond arginine metabolism. To answer this, we analyzed
tumor transcriptomes at a global level using a mutual information-
based framework (9). We found that in both colorectal and stomach
adenocarcinomas, expression levels of genes belonging to S phase of
the cell cycle, DNA replication, nucleotide metabolism, mitochon-
drial translation, and energetics (glycolysis, the citric acid cycle, and
electron transport) pathways were significantly correlated with

Fig. 2. Arginine codon losses are associated with increased dependence on extracellular arginine and nucleotide pool instability during starvation. (A) Cell line
viability (means ± SD) under low-arginine (12.5 μM) conditions. (n = 3 per group). (B) Effect of nucleotide supplementation on colon cancer cell viability with arginine
deprivation (n = 6 per group, two-tailed t test). (C) Metabolite profiling differences after exposure to low-arginine concentrations for 24 hours. Each point represents a
purine/pyrimidine pathway metabolite and is the average log2 fold change (log2FC) difference between high-arginine codon–mutated lines and low-arginine codon
mutated lines (one-sample t test with μ0 = 0). (D) Volcano plot of metabolite changes following arginine deprivation. Only detected citric acid cycle, urea cycle, amino
acids, and nucleotide intermediates are labeled. (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, and ***P < 0.001). NT, nucleotides; TTP, thymidine 5'-triphosphate; UTP, uridine 5′-triphosphate;
GMP, guanosine 5′-monophosphate; GDP, guanosine diphosphate.
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increased arginine codon–switching events (fig. S6). To determine
which of these pathways and processes are relevant to the in vivo
microenvironment, where arginine levels can be substantially lim-
iting (6, 10, 11), we conducted a similar analysis on colon and gastric
adenocarcinoma cells in the cancer cell line encyclopedia (CCLE)
(12), where cells were cultured in media containing excess arginine
at least over five times circulating plasma levels—0.399 mM versus
0.074 mM, respectively (table S1) (13). Expression of genes belong-
ing to nucleotide metabolism and bioenergetic pathways was selec-
tively modulated in in vivo arginine codon–switching tumors but
not in cancer cells growing in vitro with excess arginine (fig. S6).
Consistent with this, the essentiality of genes belonging to bioener-
getic and purine metabolism pathways was correlated with in-
creased arginine codon loss in cancer cell lines (fig. S7). In sum,
our findings suggest that provision of arginine to supraphysiologic
levels, as is the case for in vitro culture of CCLE cells, may reduce
cellular dependence on expression of certain bioenergetic (mito-
chondrial translation and electron transport) and nucleotide metab-
olism pathways relative to the in vivo arginine-limiting
tumor context.

Arginine limitation causes nucleotide pool imbalances
Our observations collectively support a model whereby a subset of
tumors facing arginine restriction experience perturbations to
energy metabolism and nucleotide synthesis. Perturbed nucleotide
synthesis can give rise to nucleotide imbalance and, in turn, increase
base misincorporation rates, thereby accelerating mutagenesis and
potentiating codon-switching events. Arginine metabolism de-
rangements have been shown to affect nucleotide biosynthesis
and potentially result in DNA damage (14–16). To further define
the relationship between arginine codon–switching events and ar-
ginine and nucleotide metabolism, we collected a panel of colorectal
cancer (CRC) cell lines that were either of the high-arginine codon
loss type or the low-arginine codon loss type based on mutational
sequence analysis of the CCLE (table S2). We observed that at low
concentrations of arginine, within the range reported for tumor
core levels (5), high-arginine codon loss cell lines exhibited signifi-
cantly lower viability than low-arginine codon loss lines (Fig. 2A).
To test whether arginine deprivation results in nucleotide metabo-
lism stress, we performed rescue experiments with extracellular nu-
cleotide supplementation. We observed that while CRC cell lines
exhibited variably impaired growth at low-arginine concentrations,
there was universal partial rescue of cell viability with nucleotide
supplementation with purine supplementation being dominant
for this effect (Fig. 2B and fig. S5, B and C). Thus, increased arginine
codon switching is associated with heightened dependence on argi-
nine availability with viability being partially rescued by provision
of exogenous nucleotides. Because nucleotide supplementation
conferred a survival advantage under low-arginine conditions, we
sought to define how arginine metabolism affects intracellular nu-
cleotide concentrations. Metabolomic profiling of CRC cells re-
vealed that arginine deprivation caused depletion of both purine
and pyrimidine nucleotides with a greater reduction in high-argi-
nine codon–mutated lines relative to low-arginine codon–
mutated lines (Fig. 2, C and D, and fig. S8). It has been suggested
that arginine deprivation can affect nucleotide pools through induc-
tion via activating transcription factor 4 (ATF4) of asparagine syn-
thetase (ASNS), which converts aspartate to asparagine (16). In
support of this, arginine restriction induced ASNS in CRC cells

(fig. S9). Because aspartate is a critical precursor for nucleotide syn-
thesis, its shunting toward asparagine under arginine starvation
would impair nucleotide synthesis. These findings reveal that argi-
nine restriction causes nucleotide pool imbalance in CRC cells that
contributes to impaired survival.

Arginine limitation causes an acute arginyl tRNA repression
response
Our findings reveal that arginine limitation of CRC cells that are
more reliant on extracellular arginine alters nucleotide pool
balance, which can potentially cause mutations. These findings,
however, do not explain why arginine codon–switching events are
enriched in specific tumors. We thus focused on the association
between arginine availability and arginine codon–switching
events. Metabolic perturbations such as oxidative stress and gluta-
mine deprivation were recently shown to reduce the levels of specif-
ic charged tRNAs—inhibiting translation of downstream genes (17,
18). Furthermore, complete elimination of arginine from the envi-
ronment has been shown to induce ribosome pausing at arginine
codons in bacteria and in mammalian cells in vitro—repressing
global protein synthesis (19, 20). Because arginine codon–switching
mutations would theoretically lessen the requirement for arginine
tRNAs during protein translation, we hypothesized that arginine
codon–switching events may facilitate gene expression under con-
ditions where arginine becomes limiting. Arginine codon–switch-
ing mutations tended to occur in higher-expressed genes in patient
samples, highlighting the possibility that arginine codon–switching
events might have an outsized influence on gene translation (fig.
S10). In such tumors, switching to non–arginine codons may facil-
itate gene translation in contexts where environmental arginine is
scarce. We therefore sought to quantify how arginine deprivation
affects availability of arginine tRNAs. We assessed tRNA levels in
colorectal and gastric cancer cells following arginine limitation
through Northern blotting. Arginine limitation acutely and mark-
edly depleted arginine tRNA levels (Fig. 3A). We detected a signifi-
cant reduction in multiple arginine tRNA isodecoders including
tRNAArg

UCG, tRNAArg
UCU, and tRNAArg

CCG within 24 hours of arginine
deprivation. We did not observe reduced levels of other tRNAs
such as tRNALeu

UAG, tRNATyr
GUA, or tRNAHis

GTG upon arginine restric-
tion. These results were further confirmed through the use of
tRNA quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) (fig. S11) as
well as in gastric cancer and breast cancer cell lines (fig. S12). More-
over, time course analyses revealed that the affected arginine tRNAs
became repressed within 2 hours of arginine limitation and gener-
ally reach a steady state within 4 hours (fig. S13). Thus, extracellular
arginine restriction causes an acute and substantial reduction of ar-
ginine tRNA levels in CRC cells.

We hypothesized that one mechanism that could contribute to
arginine tRNA repression may be reduced tRNA aminoacylation in
the setting of arginine limitation. Reduced aminoacylation of
certain tRNAs has been shown to destabilize tRNAs (21). To test
this, we inhibited aminoacylation in CRC cells by depleting the
arginyl-tRNA synthetase (RARS) and quantified tRNA levels. Sup-
pressing arginine aminoacylation substantially suppressed expres-
sion of multiple arginyl tRNAs (fig. S14). These findings are
consistent with arginine limitation causing reduced arginyl-tRNA
charging and consequently contributing to degradation or destabi-
lization of arginyl tRNAs.
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Arginine restriction causes ribosomal stalling at specific
arginine codons
Marked reductions in arginine tRNA availability would be expected
to impair arginine codon–dependent translation. To quantify how
arginine deprivation–mediated tRNA changes affect gene transla-
tion, we performed ribosomal profiling (22, 23). As expected, argi-
nine starvation substantially increased ribosomal occupancy at
arginine codons under starvation conditions (Fig. 3B). Such in-
creased ribosomal A-site localization over arginine codons upon ar-
ginine restriction is consistent with increased stalling at arginine
codons. As orthogonal approaches for assessing ribosomal dynam-
ics, we used two additional metrics to quantify ribosome stalling

events. We first calculated Consistent Excess of Loess Predictions
(CELP) coefficients to measure the degree of stalling at all codons
(24). This analysis further confirmed global and marked increases in
stalling at arginine codons upon arginine deprivation (fig. S15A).
Second, we calculated the frequency of amino acid appearances im-
mediately upstream and downstream of maximal ribosome stalling
sites during arginine deprivation and observed that arginine codons
were notably overrepresented near the global stalling maxima of
transcripts, on average appearing more than twice as often as ex-
pected (fig. S15B). In contrast, we found no such evidence of argi-
nine enrichment near stalling sites during arginine-replete
conditions (fig. S15C). These findings reveal that arginine

Fig. 3. Arginine deprivation reduces arginine tRNA availability, increases arginine ribosome localization, and reduces arginine usage in the tumor proteome.
(A) tRNA quantification as assessed via Northern blot. Each dot represents the average abundance in an independent colon cancer or gastric cancer cell line (n = 7 per
group, one-sample t test with μ0 = 0). (B) Ribosome A-site localization counts from ribosomal profiling experiments under starved or fed conditions. Circle size is scaled to
counts. (C) Amino acid (AA) usage in genes that are highly expressed under fed or starved states. (D) Arginine codon abundance in genes expressed in fed or starved states
(n > 450 per group, two-tailed Mann-Whitney test). Proteins are stratified on the basis of the top 10%most changed in either fed or starved states. (*P < 0.05, ***P < 0.001,
and ****P < 0.0001). ns, not significant.
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limitation at pathophysiologic levels substantially increases ribo-
some stalling events at arginine codons.

Next, to understand how codon-switching events influence ribo-
some dynamics, we compared ribosome localization in specific
genes that were heterozygous for single-nucleotide variants
(SNVs) (due to arginine codon–switching at one allele) under argi-
nine-fed and arginine-deplete conditions. This experimental model
provided us wild-type and mutant arginine codon endogenous “re-
porters” for specific genes. Variant alleles that underwent codon
switching away from arginine codon usage showed significantly
less ribosome stalling under arginine limitation at those specific
codon positions compared to their corresponding wild-type
alleles in the same cell (figs. S16A and S17). By comparison,
codon-switching events that only involved non–arginine codons
showed no differences in ribosome stalling at the wild-type versus
variant alleles (fig. S16B). Consistent with these observations, genes
that harbored arginine codon changes generally showed less stalling
at multiple arginine codons under arginine starvation conditions
(fig. S18A) and consequently higher translational efficiency com-
pared to genes that were wild type with respect to arginine codon
mutation status (fig. S18B). These results demonstrate that
codon-switching events—specifically, the loss of rate-limiting
codons—can directly influence ribosome localization dynamics
under amino acid limitation. Therefore, whereas a direct conse-
quence of arginine starvation–mediated tRNA changes is increased
ribosome stalling at arginine codons, mutations that result in a loss
of an arginine codon tend to relieve this translational bottleneck.

Arginine limitation causes a proteomic shift from arginine
rich to arginine low proteins
Substantial stalling of arginine translation would be predicted to
alter arginine utilization in the tumor proteome. We thus per-
formed tandem mass tags (TMT)–based quantitative proteomics
under conditions of arginine excess versus limitation and found
that arginine deprivation resulted in a shift in the tumor proteome
toward proteins with substantially lower arginine content, findings
that were validated by Western blotting for multiple differentially
regulated proteins (Fig. 3C and fig. S19). Moreover, arginine
usage in highly expressed genes was highly significantly reduced
upon arginine restriction (Fig. 3D). Pathway enrichment analysis
of proteomic changes revealed that proteins related to amino acid
transport and DNA damage–induced senescence were increased,
whereas proteins related to DNA strand elongation and interfer-
on-α/β signaling were reduced upon arginine restriction (fig.
S20A). Notably, proteins that were up-regulated in these pathways
upon starvation also tended to show reduced arginine codon
content (fig. S20B). At the codon level, the three most affected
codons with respect to underutilization in proteins were all arginine
codons (fig. S21). Thus, arginine deprivation promotes induction of
multiple gene expression programs that use arginine less frequently.
The substantially decreased need for arginine within multiple gene
sets that respond to arginine limitation, such as amino acid trans-
port and synthesis, suggests that the amino acid requirements for
expression of these gene sets may have undergone prior evolution-
ary selection to allow the continued expression of specific adaptive
stress response programs when arginine is limiting. To assess
whether this arginine restriction induced proteomic shift is adaptive
for cells to respond to reduced arginine availability, we performed
loss-of-function experiments targeting of multiple amino acid

transporters that were up-regulated upon arginine limitation (fig.
S22). RNA interference–mediated depletion of solute carrier
family 7 member 1 (SLC7A1) significantly reduced colon cancer
cell growth in the context of arginine restriction relative to argi-
nine-replete conditions (fig. S22, B and C). SLC7A1, also known
as CAT-1, has been shown to transport amino acids including argi-
nine (25). Its translational induction upon arginine restriction and
the positive impact of this induction on fitness of cells upon argi-
nine restriction support an adaptive role for this tRNA repression–
mediated translational response to arginine limitation. When
coupled with the ribosomal profiling data, these findings suggest
that during arginine scarcity, when arginine tRNAs become limit-
ing, there may be an evolutionary advantage for tumors that have
undergone additional codon-switching events from arginine
codons to codons for which cognate tRNAs remain available for
usage in translation.

Our findings thus far reveal that arginine restriction causes an
acute response whereby arginyl tRNAs become repressed, leading
to ribosomal stalling at rate-limiting arginyl codons of highly ex-
pressed genes. This is associated with a proteomic shift away from
arginine-rich proteins toward arginine-low proteins, which in-
cludes amino acid transporters. Arginine restriction also causes nu-
cleotide imbalance, accelerating mutagenesis. We hypothesized that
over longer time scales, this context selects for cancer cells that have
undergone arginine codon mutational switching events, which
enables translation of proteins that are adaptive for survival.

Arginine restriction is sufficient to cause arginine codon–
switching evolution in vitro
We next sought to determine whether arginine restriction is suffi-
cient to causally drive codon-switching events away from arginine.
To do this, we conducted laboratory evolution experiments by cul-
turing colon cancer cells (RKO, SW480, and HT29) under reduced
arginine conditions and assessing genomic codon-switching events
using whole-exome sequencing (Fig. 4A). Iterative passaging of
multiple CRC cell lines over eight passages (~24 population dou-
blings lasting ~2 to 3 months) caused a significant increase in argi-
nine codon–switching events in arginine-restricted cells relative to
control cells that were passaged the same number of times under
arginine-rich conditions (Fig. 4B). Consistent with our prior obser-
vations that arginine deprivation results in nucleotide pool imbal-
ances, potentially accelerating mutational rate, arginine deprivation
was associated with an increase in general mutational load (fig.
S23). Notably, arginine codon mutations were increased in genes
up-regulated during arginine deprivation, as identified from our
prior proteomic experiments, compared to genes that were highly
expressed during the arginine fed state (Fig. 4C). In contrast, the
rate of histidine mutational losses between the gene sets was not sig-
nificantly different (Fig. 4D). Thus, arginine deprivation in vitro is
sufficient to increase the frequency of arginine codon–switching
mutational events.

Arginine limitation causes arginine codon–switching
evolution in vivo
We next asked whether we could recapitulate arginine codon–
switching events in vivo and whether tumor propagation in a mi-
croenvironment low in arginine could also elicit such codon-
switching events. We specifically focused on the liver microenviron-
ment due to the liver being the organ in which the arginine
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degrading enzyme, arginase, is most highly expressed (26) and also
because the liver is a frequent and pathophysiologically relevant site
of distant organ metastatic relapse in both colorectal and gastric
cancers (27, 28). We first analyzed metabolite profiling data of
highly liver metastatic patient-derived xenograft (PDX) tumors
that had undergone at least five rounds of in vivo selection for
liver colonization (29) and observed that arginine was indeed the
lowest abundance-free amino acid in the highly liver metastatic
tumors compared to the parental tumors (fig. S24). We next con-
ducted whole-exome sequencing of additional PDX tumors and ob-
served that the rate of acquisition of arginine codon mutations was
significantly increased in tumors that had undergone serial rounds

of in vivo liver colonization selection compared to the rate measured
in the parental tumors (Fig. 4E). Thus, reduced arginine bioavail-
ability in vivo is associated with an increased rate of arginine
codon mutations, mirroring our observations in vitro. These find-
ings as a whole reveal that limitation of a single amino acid, argi-
nine, results in multiple consequences in CRC cells. First,
arginine limitation causes nucleotide pool imbalances and in-
creased mutational rate. Concurrently, arginine tRNA levels are
reduced, resulting in ribosomal stalling at arginine codons, provid-
ing a selective pressure against arginine codon usage and providing
an evolutionary advantage to cancer cells whose coding genomes
require less arginine for translation of highly expressed genes

Fig. 4. Arginine deprivation promotes arginine-losing mutations. (A) Schematic of arginine deprivation experiments. (B) Arginine codon changes in cells serially
passaged in either full media or low-arginine media (n = 3 per group, two-tailed paired t test). (C) Arginine codon changes in proteins that are increased during the fed or
arginine-starved states (n = 3 per group, two-tailed t test). (D) Histidine codon changes in proteins that are increased during the fed or arginine-starved states (n = 3 per
group, two-tailed t test). (E) Arginine codon changes in patient-derived xenograft (PDX) tumors that underwent multiple rounds of in vivo liver metastatic selection (n = 3
per group, one-tailed paired t test). (*P < 0.05 and **P < 0.01).
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required for growth. This context selects for cancer cells that have
undergone arginine codon mutational switching events in the
coding regions of such growth-promoting genes. On the basis of
the totality of these observations, we propose that limitation of an
amino acid (arginine) can causally increase the rate of mutations of
its cognate codons in the cancer genome—facilitating the contin-
ued translation of proteins that can be adaptive for responding to
the specific amino acid restriction and leading to the generation
of proteins with arginine substitutions (Fig. 5).

DISCUSSION
The acquisition of somatic mutations contributes to the develop-
ment of cancers de novo, the emergence of treatment resistance,
and can predict response to immunotherapy (30–33). Understand-
ing the mechanisms that drive the acquisition of mutations remains
an important problem in cancer biology and oncology. Environ-
mental contributions to mutational processes have generally been
thought of as foreign additions to a system: Examples include ultra-
violet radiation, tobacco smoke, or aristolochic acid. Our work sug-
gests that environmental limitation, i.e., absence or restriction, of
just a single amino acid can drive switching away from specific
codons in the human cancer genome by simultaneously enhancing
mutagenesis and altering specific cognate tRNA availability. In
yeast, genetic defects in nitrogen metabolism can increase muta-
tional rates in strains with heightened mutagenic backgrounds
(34). Moreover, genetic defects in the urea cycle, a critical down-
stream pathway in the utilization of intracellular arginine, can
result in altered rates of pyrimidine synthesis and affect mutational
spectra (14, 15). While these studies have focused on genetically
driven defects in metabolism resulting in mutagenesis, our findings

reveal that availability of a specific environmental nutrient, argi-
nine, can filter the mutational landscape of cancer cells in a
codon-dependent manner and drive them toward acquisition of ar-
ginine codon mutations. Our findings of a rapid repression of argi-
nine tRNAs upon arginine limitation and the induction of an
arginine-low tumor proteome suggest the existence of an acute
tRNA-mediated stress response to arginine restriction that pro-
motes translation of genes with reduced arginine codons. Others
have also shown that for a given tRNA, distinct isodecoders associ-
ate with proliferation versus differentiation states (35). While mam-
malian target of rapamycin (mTOR) signaling and the integrated
stress response (ISR) pathways may certainly become activated
upon arginine limitation and contribute to global translational de-
regulation, our perturbations yielded arginine limitation at physio-
logical levels similar to that observed in tumors rather than
eliminating extracellular arginine entirely. Moreover, while these
other responses may certainly become activated upon arginine lim-
itation, the mTOR and ISR pathways do not mediate codon-specific
response and instead mediate global translational repression re-
sponses (36). Thus, while these other stress pathways likely contrib-
ute to alterations in protein translation, the codon-specific effects
and the DNA evolution response we are observing reveal a
codon-specific pathway being involved—an arginine tRNA repres-
sion/ribosomal pausing/DNA evolution response caused by argi-
nine limitation that is adaptive. Specifically, in colon cancer cells,
limitation of arginine causes an acute translational shift toward an
arginine low proteome. We provide evidence that this shift is re-
markably adaptive by identifying an arginine transporter that
becomes translationally up-regulated and that its induction pro-
vides a fitness advantage to cells under arginine-limiting conditions.
Prior work in bacteria and in mammalian cells in vitro had shown
that complete elimination of arginine from the environment can
cause ribosome pausing and global translational repression that
was proposed to be caused by reduced tRNA aminoacylation (19,
20). Our findings across a series of colon cancer cell lines reveals
that physiological limitation of arginine represses the levels of argi-
nine tRNAs, an effect that could also be elicited upon repression of
arginyl tRNA aminoacylation. Collectively, our findings are consis-
tent with a combination of arginyl tRNA repression and reduced
aminoacylation contributing to ribosomal pausing at cognate argi-
nine codons and inducing a proteomic shift in response to arginine
deprivation in colon cancer cells.

To our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of directed
DNA evolution and selection against specific codons in response
to a specific environmental perturbation. Our observations imply
that over time, cancer cells growing in an arginine-scarce environ-
ment are likely to lose more arginine codons and suggest that in
vitro systems currently used to study cancer and other diseases,
for example, cells growing in tissue culture, are potentially suscep-
tible to evolving away from arginine codons at different rates de-
pending on their level of arginine supplementation, the fidelity of
their DNA repair mechanisms, and the robustness of their arginine
tRNA pool. Further work is required to understand whether other
nutrient limitations also elicit DNA sequence evolution and to un-
derstand how other genetic and environmental factors, such as
competition with the surrounding microbiome or the presence of
inflammatory states interact with nutritional availability to affect
DNA sequence evolution. With respect to arginine, it has already
been suggested that free arginine is especially critical for regulating

Fig. 5. Arginine deprivation drives a codon-dependent DNA sequence evolu-
tion response. A model depicting how arginine deprivation results in multiple
consequences including nucleotide pool imbalances and impaired translation of
specific arginine codons, ultimately resulting in the loss of arginine codons in
CRC genomes.
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cancer immune responses (37), thus competition for this common
substrate may influence the evolution of the cancer genome, espe-
cially in contexts of tumors with high immune infiltration. Inflam-
matory bowel disease and Helicobacter pylori infections, precursor
disease states with established epidemiological and pathophysiolog-
ical links to the development of colorectal and gastric cancer, re-
spectively, have both been shown to modulate arginine availability
in affected tissues (38, 39). Recent work has elegantly demonstrated
that amino acid limitation can be so substantial under inflammatory
signaling that cancer cells use alternative translational decoding for
specific amino acids (40), leading to the production of altered pro-
teins and neo-antigens. Our findings reveal that limitation of an
amino acid can also elicit protein sequence changes and perhaps
neo-antigen load via an alternative mechanism—DNA sequence
codon-switching events. Notably, arginine limitation superimposed
on a background of increased base misincorporation rates, such as
in mismatch repair deficiency, would increase the probability of sto-
chastically acquiring arginine codon mutations that may then
confer a survival advantage and may partially contribute to the in-
creased signal in some tumors over others. However, our experi-
ments reveal that this process occurs in both mismatch repair–
proficient and mismatch repair–deficient tumors and cell lines.
Last, our findings reveal that codon-based mutations can potentially
identify subsets of cancers that are more sensitive to restrictions of a
specific amino acid. These findings have implications for dietary
amino acid restriction approaches that have been tested in tumor
models as well probiotic engineering approaches that can modulate
tumoral amino acids (41–45). The codon-based genotype-depen-
dent vulnerability described here suggests potential for use of
codon-centric mutational spectra as biomarkers for emerging
cancer metabolism oncologic therapies.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Experimental design
Sample sizes were selected back on knowledge of intragroup varia-
tion and expected effect size. For in vitro experiments, sample sizes
were chosen on the basis of prior knowledge on intragroup varia-
tion. Data were collected on the basis of predetermined endpoints
(in vitro assays) or tumor burden exceeding 2000 mm3. Experi-
ments were carried out as biological replicates as noted in the text
and figure legends and were generally repeated at least twice.
Samples were allocated randomly if possible. No blinding was
performed.

Codon mutation analyses
Mutation annotation files (.maf) corresponding to TCGA studies
were downloaded from the Broad Firehose platform (http://
firebrowse.org). When possible, we used combined cancer datasets
(i.e., COADREAD, KIPAN, and GBMLGG). A script was written in
Python (v. 3.8.5) to manually count codons lost and gained across
the coding regions of cancer types and samples. For each cancer
sample, the count for a codon was subtracted if it was lost
through a missense or silent mutation and added if it were gained
instead. An “event” was defined as the gain and loss of a pair of
codons. We also used a similar framework to count the total flux
between codons or amino acids to determine flux between codons
and amino acids. Events were plotted using circos plots (46).

Derivation of null distributions
We used a Monte Carlo approach to derive various null distribu-
tions of codon and amino acid usage shifts across cancer types
and different samples. Briefly, our algorithm scatters nucleotide
mutations across reference gene sequences downloaded from
ENSEMBL. Before input into the simulation, genes with multiple
splice variants were filtered against the annotation of principle
and splice isoforms (APPRIS) database to include only the
highest-ranking principle splice variant for simulation (47). Proba-
bilities of specific nucleotide mutations were weighted on the basis
of the 5′ and 3′ contexts of each nucleotide (3).

For inputs into the analysis, we first downloaded the mutation
calls from International Cancer Genome Consortium (last accessed
February 2018) (48) and then cross-referenced the intergenic and
intronic mutational calls with the reference genome to extract the
5′- and 3′-nucleotide contexts to infer mutational probabilities of
different nucleotides under different contexts. Each cancer type
was assigned its own unique mutational matrix. For each tumor
sample in the TCGA, we created a corresponding in silico sample
and constrained potential mutations to the same set of genes that are
mutated in each specific TCGA sample. For each in silico sample,
candidate genes were randomly mutated the same number of times
as was observed in its matched TCGA sample. These specific con-
straints were placed to prevent the model from deviating due muta-
tions being simulated on lowly mutated genes or genes with wildly
different codon content compared to the original sample. For each
gene, nucleotide positions are first hashed by 5′- and 3′ contexts and
selected for mutation using a vectorized approach to randomly
select possibilities along the entire transcript. The effects on the
gene (codon change and amino acid change) were calculated and
used for downstream analyses. Each sample was simulated a thou-
sand times (n = 1000).

For statistical inference, we created a “null distribution”mean for
different codon/amino acid gains/losses by populating the dataset
with mean inferences from each individual TCGA sample. A log-
rank test was then performed to determine the extent to which
the observed TCGA dataset was different from the simulated
dataset. Heatmaps were generated using the Seaborn library in
Python (49). Chord diagrams were generated using both the ob-
served datasets and simulation data using circos (46). Qualitative
circos plots were generated using scaled values following the
formula provided by the developer using the following equation:
(ek*x/max(x) − 1)/(ek − 1), where k is the scaling factor, x is the
ratio of the observed shift to the simulation mean for the specific
shift, and max (x) is the maximum test statistic across the entire
simulation.

Gene expression analysis in arginine codon
switching samples
Tumors from TCGA were assigned as high- or low-arginine codon–
switching using the in silico model described above and assigned a z
score based on the number of deviations from expectation for each
sample. The top and bottom 20% of samples were assigned as high
switching and low switching, respectively. To determine whether
ASS1 expression is differentially expressed between tumors with
high- or low-arginine codon–switching, raw counts from RNA se-
quencing were obtained using the TCGAbiolinks package in R (50–
52), and subsequent normalization and differential gene expression
analysis between high- and low-arginine codon–switching groups
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were performed using DESeq2 (53, 54). For graphical purposes,
DESEq2 log-normalized counts were plotted with the DESeq2 P
value (adjusted for multiple comparisons across all genes).

To contrast gene expression patterns between in vivo and in vitro
cancer cells, Spearman correlation coefficients were calculated
between median-of-ratios normalized count data and the codon-
switching scores assigned from simulation and then ranked on
the basis of strength of correlation for mutual information analysis
with information-theoretic pathway-level analysis of gene expres-
sion (iPAGE) (9). For CCLE samples, RNA sequencing count
data were obtained from the Cancer Dependency Map version
(most recently processed with release 22Q2) (55) and also normal-
ized with median of ratios using DESeq2. Codon changes in colo-
rectal and gastric cancer cell lines were calculated on the basis of
corresponding mutational data that were obtained from the
Cancer Dependency Map. Spearman correlation coefficients
between gene expression and arginine codon loss were calculated
and then input for mutual information analysis identical to how
the TCGA samples were processed. For the iPAGE program, the in-
dependence flag was set to zero to allow for calculation of overrep-
resentation in the maximum number of pathways, and the ebins
parameter was set to four. To graphically depict shared pathways,
only genes in the top bin (corresponding to the top 25% of corre-
lated genes) with pathway overrepresentation in both colorectal and
gastric cancer datasets were selected for graphing, with pathways
collapsed onto the most top-level statistically significant pathway
in the Reactome hierarchy (56).

Analysis of common pathway dependencies in vitro
Gene essentiality scores from the Cancer Dependency Map version
(22Q2) (55) were correlated with the arginine codon loss (based on
whole-exome sequencing data from the same data release) for each
cell line, and similar to above, Spearman correlation coefficients
were used to rank genes for mutual information analysis.

Analysis of mutational events in TCGA RNA
sequencing data
Raw counts from TCGA were obtained using the TCGAbiolinks
package in R (50–52). Gene size was estimated using the Genomic-
Features package in R (57) to calculate gene size from exon length
using the GRCh38.105 gene transfer format data file from
ENSEMBL and used to calculate transcripts per million for each
gene in each sample. Genes were then sorted and ranked within
each sample. Mutational events in the top or bottom half of gene
expression in each sample were counted by cross-referencing and
matching sample barcodes to whole-exome sequencing data collect-
ed in the TCGA. High-arginine mutated and low-arginine groups
were assigned as previously specified.

Arginine viability studies
Colon cancer cell lines were grown in arginine free media (Thermo
Fisher Scientific, catalog no. A2493901; US Bio, catalog no. D9803-
07B) supplemented with 10% dialyzed fetal bovine serum (FBS)
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, catalog no. 26400044) and with arginine
supplementation (Sigma-Aldrich, catalog no. A8094) to desired
levels. Lysine (Sigma-Aldrich, catalog no. A8094) and bicarbonate
were supplemented to Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium
(DMEM) reference levels (table S1). Cells were plated into 96-well
plates (3000 cells per well), and cell viability was assessed with a

luminescence-based assay (CellTiter Glo, Promega, catalog no.
G7572) at 48 hours on a SpectraMax M3 plate reader (Molecular
Devices). For nucleotide rescue experiments, nucleobases were sup-
plemented at concentrations up to 10× reported physiologic con-
centrations (Sigma-Aldrich, catalog nos. A2786, C3506, G11950,
and T0895) (58). All cell lines were periodically assessed for myco-
plasma contamination by PCR for genomic DNA.

Cancer evolution experiments
Cell lines were grown under periods of intermittent arginine depri-
vation (12.5 μM) using arginine-free media (Thermo Fisher Scien-
tific, catalog no. A2493901; US Bio, catalog no. D9803-07B)
supplemented with L-arginine to desired concentrations (Thermo
Fisher Scientific, catalog no. A2493901) and dialyzed FBS (Gibco,
catalog no. 26400044). Starvation cycles consisted of 4-day starva-
tion followed by rescue with standard DMEM and dialyzed FBS.
Cell lines were starved for a total of 8 cycles and passaged at 1:10
ratios. In parallel, cell lines were maintained under standard
tissue culture conditions and passaged to control for underlying
genetic drift. At the end of the starvation cycles, DNA was extracted
from both the starved and unstarved cancer cell lines (QIAGEN
DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit, catalog no. 69506) with RNAse A
treatment (QIAGEN, catalog no. 19101) and sent for whole-
genome sequencing at the New York Genome Center.

Arginine deprivation experiments
DMEM media with varying levels of arginine were prepared as de-
scribed above. Cells were plated to approximately 20% confluence in
standard DMEM media supplemented with 10% (v/v) FBS. At ap-
proximately 40% confluence, cells were washed three times with
equal volume phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), and media were re-
placed with either control media [DMEM with standard amino acid
concentrations and 10% (v/v) dialyzed FBS] or treatment media
[DMEM with 12.5 μM arginine with 10% (v/v) dialyzed FBS].
Sample collection methods for respective experiments, i.e.,
Western blots, Northern blots, etc., are described in the respective
sections. Unless specified otherwise, cell samples were collected at
24 hours after initiating starvation for downstream experiments.

Knockdown experiments
For knockdown of RARS, SMARTPool (Horizon Discovery, L-
009820-02), small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) were used with Lip-
ofectamine RNAiMAX transfection reagent (Invitrogen). Transfec-
tions were carried out with 20 nM siRNA following the
manufacturer’s instructions with Opti-MEM I (Invitrogen). Trans-
fections were incubated for 4 days before RNA and protein collec-
tion. For amino acid transporter knockdown experiments, cells
were transfected with SMARTPool siRNA targeting SLC7A5
(Horizon Discovery, L-004953-01), SLC7A1 (Horizon Discovery,
L-007610-01), or SLC7A11 (Horizon Discovery, L-007612-01).
For all knockdown experiments, a negative control was carried
out using nontargeting siRNA (Horizon Discovery, catalog no. D-
001810-10). Validation was performed using Western blot with the
antibodies listed in the section "Western blots" below. For SLC7A1,
SLC7A5, and SLC7A11, qPCR was also used to validate on-target
specificity using the following primers: SLC7A1: 5′- CATCGCC-
TACTTTGGGGTGT, 3′- TAACCCGAGGCATGGGAAAC;
SLC7A5: 5′- AACCCCTACAGAAACCTGCC, 3′- CATGACGCC-
CAGGTGATAGT; SLC7A11: 5′-
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ATGCTGGCTGGTTTTACCTCA, 3′- CGCTCAGAAAAGGT-
CACTGC; glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH):
5′- GAAGGTGAAGGTCGGAGTC, 3′- GAAGATGGTGATGG-
GATTTC. Gene expression was calculated using the ΔΔCt
method relative to GAPDH. Effects on cell viability were measured
by first transfecting cells, subjecting to arginine limitation 24 hours
later, and subsequently measuring cell viability using biolumines-
cence (CellTiter Glo, Promega, catalog no. G7572) 48 hours into
arginine limitation.

Western blots
Protein lysates were extracted with ice-cold radioimmunoprecipita-
tion assay buffer supplemented with protease and phosphatase in-
hibitors (Roche). Thirty micrograms of protein lysate was separated
using SDS–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and transferred to a
polyvinylidene difluoride membrane (Immobilion-P, Millipore,
IPVH00010). After blocking the membranes in 5% bovine serum
albumin (BSA) in tris-buffered saline with 0.1% Tween (TBST)
[1× TBS (Cell Signaling Technology); 0.1% Tween 20 (Sigma-
Aldrich)], the membranes were incubated overnight at 4°C. Anti-
bodies used in this study were rabbit anti-ASNS antibody (Protein-
tech, 14681-1-AP) 1:1000 in 5% BSA (Sigma-Aldrich), mouse anti–
β-actin antibody (Millipore Sigma, A5441) 1:5000 in 5% BSA, rabbit
anti-RARS (Proteintech, 27344-1-AP) 1:1000 in 5% BSA, SLC7A1
antibody (LS Bio, LS-C749764) diluted 1:2000 in 5% milk, hypoxan-
thine phosphoribosyltransferase 1 (HPRT1) (Proteintech, 15059-1-
AP) 1:4000 in 5% milk, SLC7A5 (Proteintech, 28670-1-AP) 1:8000
in 5% BSA, SLC7A11 (Proteintech, 26864-1-AP) 1:2000 in 5% BSA,
and phosphoserine phosphatase (PSPH) (Proteintech, 14513-1-AP)
1:1000 in 5% BSA. Primary antibodies were incubated in 5% BSA in
TBST overnight at 4°C. Secondary antibodies used included horse-
radish peroxidase (HRP)–conjugated goat anti-rabbit immunoglob-
ulin G (IgG; H + L) or HRP-conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG
(H + L) secondary antibody (Invitrogen). Membranes were incubat-
ed with enhanced chemiluminescence Western blot substrate
(Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 1 min and then exposed to x-ray
films (Fujifilm) that were then developed with a film processor
(SRX-101A, Konica Minolta).

RNA isolation and purification
RNA was extracted from cells using TRIzol (Invitrogen) and isopro-
panol precipitation according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
After precipitation, the RNA pellet was washed twice with ice-
cold freshly prepared 75% ethanol and then subsequently air-
dried and resuspended in tris-EDTA buffer.

Northern blots
Purified RNA was run on 10% tris/borate/EDTA-urea gels at 200 V
for 1 hour and transferred to a Hybond-N+ membrane (GE Health-
care) at 150A for 1 hour. RNA was cross-linked to the membrane
using ultraviolet radiation at 240 mJ/cm2. Membranes were
blocked with Oligo Hybridization Buffer (Ambion) for 1 hour at
42°C. Northern probes were labeled with 32P adenosine triphos-
phate with T4 polynucleotide kinase (New England Biolabs) and
purified with a G25 column (GE Healthcare). Probes were hybrid-
ized in Oligo Hybridization Buffer overnight at 42°C. Membranes
were washed with 2× saline-sodium citrate(SSC), 0.1% SDS buffer,
and 1× SSC 0.1% SDS before exposing film. Films were developed
with exposure times adjusted based on the probe signal strength.

Probe sequences were as follows: tRNAArg
UCG: 5′-GCCTTATCCAT-

TAGGCCACGT-3′; tRNAArg
UCU: 5′-ATCCATTGCGCCACA-

GAGCC-3′; tRNAArg
ACG: 5′-CCGTAGTCAGACGCGTTA-3′;

tRNAArg
CCG: 5′-CCGGAATCAGACGCCTTAT-3′; tRNAHis

GUG: 5′-
AACGCAGAGTACTAACCACTATACG-3′; tRNATyr

GUA: 5′-
ACAGTCCTCCGCTCTACCAGCTGA-3′; tRNALeu

UAG: 5′-
CTCCGAAGAGACTGGAGCCTAAA-3′; and U6: 5′-CAC-
GAATTTGCGTGTCATCCTT-3′. Multiple probes were tried for
tRNAArg

CCU; however, none yielded any detectable signal despite
large yields of total RNA and strong signals for the other arginine
tRNA. There is currently no clearly identified gene for tRNAArg

GCG,
and therefore, Northern blots were not attempted for this tRNA
(59, 60). Membranes were stripped by washing with 0.1% SDS in
boiling water followed by equilibration to room temperature. Sub-
sequent probes were applied starting with reincubation with Oligo
Hybridization Buffer and repeating all downstream steps with
freshly labeled probes. Band intensity quantification was performed
using ImageJ with the signal in each lane being normalized to U6.

tRNA qPCR
The tRNA qPCR protocol was adapted from previously published
protocols for Y-shaped adapter-ligated mature tRNA sequencing
(61). Briefly, cells were plated and then starved (12.5 μM arginine)
or kept under fed conditions for 24 hours. Total RNA was subse-
quently extracted and then deacylated with 20 mM tris-HCl (pH
9.0) at 37°C for 40 min. Y-shaped adapters were ligated with
mature tRNA in the total RNA by T4 RNA ligase 2. Adapters
used in this study were as follows: Y-3-AD_UMI: 5′-P-GTATC-
CAGTNNNNTGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGG-3′-ddC and Y-5-
AD_UMI: GTTCAGAGTTCTACAGTCCGACGATCNNN-
NACTGGATACTGrGrN. Ligation reactions were carried out with
1 μg of total RNA at 37 °C for 2 hours and then 4 °C overnight.
cDNA was synthesized by SuperScript IV Reverse Transcriptase
(RT) (Thermo Fisher Scientific) with the common RT primer
GCCTTGGCACCCGAGAATTCCA. The qPCR was performed
with common RT primer and unique primers for different
tRNAs. Fold gene expression was calculated relative to tRNAHis

GUG
using the ΔΔCt method. Specific primers used in this study were
as follows: tRNAHis

GUG: 5′-AGTGGTTAGTACTCTGCGTT-3′;
tRNALeu

GAG: 5′- TAAGGCGCTGGATTTAGGCT-3′; mt-Arg: 5′-
CAAAACGAATGATTTCGACTCA-3′; tRNAArg

CCG: 5′-
ATAAGGCGTCTGATTCCGG-3′; tRNAArg

UCG: 5′-GCCTAATGGA-
TAAGGCGTCTGACT-3′; tRNAArg

CCU: 5′-TGGCCTCCTAAGC-
CAGGGAT-3′; tRNAArg

ACG: 5′-AGTGGCGCAATGGATAACG-3′;
tRNAArg

UCU: 5′- GGCTCTGTGGCGCAATGGAT-3′.

PDX propagation
PDXs were propagated with the methods similar to those previously
published (29). Briefly, within 2 hours of surgical resection, CRC
tumor tissue that was not needed for diagnosis was implanted sub-
cutaneously into NSG mice (RRID: IMSR_JAX:005557), aged 6 to
10 weeks, at the Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center (MSKCC)
Antitumor Assessment Core facility in compliance with MSKCC
IRB protocol 10-018A and The Rockefeller University IRB protocol
STA-0681. When the tumor reached the predetermined endpoint of
1000 mm, the tumor was excised and transferred to the Rockefeller
University. Xenograft tumor pieces of 20 to 30 mm3 were reimplant-
ed. When the subcutaneous tumor reached 1000 mm3, the tumor
was excised. The rest of the tumor was chopped finely with a
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scalpel and placed in a 50-ml conical tube with a solution of DMEM
(Gibco) supplemented with 10% (v/v) FBS (Corning), L-glutamine
(2 mM; Gibco), penicillin-streptomycin (100 U/ml; Gibco), ampho-
tericin (1 μg/ml; Lonza), sodium pyruvate (1 mM; Gibco), and col-
lagenase type IV (200 U/ml; Worthington) and placed in a 37°C
shaker at 220 RPM for 30 min. After centrifugation and removal
of the supernatant, the sample was subjected to ammonium-chlo-
ride-potassium (ACK) lysis buffer (Lonza) for 3 min at room tem-
perature to remove red blood cells. After centrifugation and removal
of ACK lysis buffer, the sample was subjected to a density gradient
with OptiPrep (1114542, Axis-Shield) to remove dead cells. The
sample was washed in media and subjected to a 100-μm cell strainer
and followed by a 70-μm cell strainer. Mouse cells were removed
from the single-cell suspension via magnetic-associated cell
sorting using the Mouse Cell Depletion Kit (Miltenyi, catalog no.
130-104-694), resulting in a single-cell suspension of predominant-
ly CRC cells of human origin.

PDX metabolite profiling analysis
Metabolite profiling results from PDX samples were acquired from
previously published data from our group (29) and processed iden-
tically to the publication.

Metabolite extraction and profiling
Metabolite profiling experiments were performed in collaboration
with the Rockefeller University’s Proteomics Resource Center
(RRID:SCR_017797). Some of the following methods are similar
to those previously published (24). Metabolite extraction and sub-
sequent liquid chromatography (LC) coupled to high-resolution
mass spectrometry (MS) for polar metabolites of cells were
carried out using a Q Exactive Plus (Thermo Fisher Scientific).
For all metabolite profiling, cells were washed with ice cold 0.9%
NaCl and harvested in ice-cold 80:20 LC-MS methanol:water (v/
v). Samples were vortexed vigorously and centrifuged at 20,000g
at maximum speed at 4°C for 10 min. The supernatant was trans-
ferred to clean tubes. Samples were dried to completion using a ni-
trogen dryer.

Dried polar samples were resuspended in 60 μl of prechilled 50%
(v/v) acetonitrile/water resuspension solvent, vortexed for 10 s, and
centrifuged for 10 min at 4°C and 13,200 resolution/min, and then
14 μl from each sample was transferred to create a pooled sample.
This pooled sample was further diluted with 1:3 and 1:10 dilution
factors and used as biological quality control. Samples were ana-
lyzed in randomized order and at 5-μl injection volume via LC-
MS system.

Polar metabolites were separated on a SeQuant ZIC-pHILIC 5-
μm polymer (150 mm by 2.1 mm) column (EMD Millipore) con-
nected to a Thermo Vanquish ultrahigh-pressure LC coupled to a Q
Exactive Plus Hybrid Quadrupole-Orbitrap mass spectrometer
(Thermo Fisher Scientific) with a heated electrospray ionization
source. Chromatographic separation was achieved by mixing
mobile phase A consisted of 20 mM ammonium carbonate with
0.1% (v/v) ammonium hydroxide (adjusted to pH 9.3 with formic
acid) and mobile phase B of acetonitrile in the following gradients:
90 to 40% B (0 to 22 min), held at 40% B (22 to 24 min), 40 to 90% B
(24 to 24.1 min), and reequilibrated at 90% B (24.1 to 30 min) at a
flow rate of 0.15 ml/min. MS data were acquired in polarity switch-
ing mode for both MS1 (full MS) and MS2 (data-dependent acqui-
sition) with the following parameters: spray voltage, 3.0 kV;

capillary temperature, 275°C; source temperature, 250°C; sheath
gas flow, 40 arbitrary units (a.u.); auxiliary gas flow, 15 a.u. The
full MS scans were acquired with 70,000 resolution, 1 × 106 ACG
target, 80-ms max injection time, and a scan range of 55 to
825 mass/charge ratio. The data-dependent tandem MS scans
were acquired at a resolution of 17,500, 1 × 105 ACG target, 50-
ms max injection time, 1.6-Da isolation width, and stepwise nor-
malized collision energy of 20, 30, and 40 U, with 8-s dynamic ex-
clusion and a loop count of 2. Relative quantification of polar
metabolites was performed in Skyline Daily (v.21.2.1.403)
(https://skyline.ms/project/home/software/Skyline/begin.view)
with the maximum mass error and retention time tolerance set to
2ppm and 12s respectively, referencing in-house retention time for
polar metabolite standards.

Ribosome profiling
Cell lysis, ribosome footprint purification, and downstream library
construction were performed according to previously published
protocols 24 hours after starvation (23) with minor modifications.
Namely, for harvesting the cells, the dishes were flash-frozen on
liquid nitrogen after washing them with prechilled 1× PBS, and sub-
sequently, the frozen cells were scraped off in cold lysis buffer on ice.
In addition, because of the phasing out of the legacy Ribo-Zero
Gold rRNA Removal Kit from Illumina, we used the RiboCop
rRNA Depletion Kit for Human/Mouse/Rat (HMR) V2 (Legoxen,
catalog no. 144.24) to deplete ribosomal RNA (rRNA), following
the manufacturer ’s instructions to retrieve small RNAs after
rRNA depletion using alcohol precipitation instead of the kit puri-
fication steps. In parallel, total RNAs were also isolated for down-
stream RNA sequencing and normalization for translational
efficiency analysis using the TruSeq RNA Library Prep Kit v2
(Illumina).

Bioinformatic processing of ribosomal profiling
experiments
For bioinformatics processing, cutadapt was used to remove the
linker sequence AGATCGGAAGAGCAC (62), and the FastX-
Toolkit (RRID: SCR_005534) was used to split reads by their barc-
odes (63). Before further downstream analysis, reads aligning to
rRNA sequences were discarded using STAR (64), and the remain-
ing reads were aligned to the transcriptome (GRCh38.p13). UMI-
tools was used to extract unique molecular identifiers introduced
during the sequencing steps and deduplicate the reads (65). The ri-
boWaltz library was used to quantify ribosome A-site localization
(66). Ribosomal-protected footprint (RPF) counts were normalized
using median of ratio normalization before calculating differences
in A-site codon abundances in each group.

For loess regression and quantification of stalling bias, the
Ribolog package was used to quantify stalling coefficients under
fed and starvation conditions separately using the default spanning
parameter (24). In this framework, local regression is used to
smooth out peaks introduced by stalling events and measure the
degree to which ribosomal stalling occurs at any given position
along a transcript. Larger coefficients correspond to more stalling,
with values centered around 1. All transcripts with less than three
aligned RPFs were removed before downstream analysis. To
compare amino acid or codon-specific stalling coefficients, each
gene was assigned its maximum stalling coefficient for each
amino acid or codon to estimate the greatest degree of stalling at
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a specific codon or amino acid for each gene. Bias coefficient ratios
were calculated by taking the ratio between coefficients under star-
vation and fed conditions. To calculate amino acid identities in
close proximity to maximal sites of stalling, gene positions were
ranked by CELP bias coefficient to identify regions where
maximal stalling was predicted to occur and then amino acid fre-
quencies within the first three codons upstream and downstream
of the maximum stalled site were counted. To restrict observations
to the open reading frame, only positions that were at least 10
codons downstream of the start codon and 5 codons upstream of
the stop codon were considered for analysis. Observations were nor-
malized for gene-specific codon content and scaled to window
width to account for codon composition of each individual gene.
Translational efficiency analysis was performed using CELP-cor-
rected RPF counts.

For allele-specific ribosome profiling, mutations from whole-
exome sequencing were used to identify genes with heterozygous
SNVs. Corresponding variant sequences were created from the
wild-type sequence using a custom Python transcript and subse-
quently added to the original reference transcriptome fasta file.
Alignment, ribosome A-site localization, and quantification of stall-
ing coefficients were performed following the same procedure as
above. Comparison of ribosome stalling around SNVs were then
calculated by comparing stalling coefficients upstream and down-
stream of the SNV and statistical analysis performed only on
genes containing that were heterozygous for a SNV.

Proteomics
The RKO cell line was selected for proteomic experiments due to its
high frequency of arginine codon–switching mutations. At 24 hours
after growth under either arginine full (400 μM) or limited (12.5
μM) conditions, cells were washed with PBS and treated with
0.25% trypsin to detach cells. Suspensions were immediately
placed on ice with full media and centrifuged at 4°C and then resus-
pended in PBS twice. Following washing steps, cell pellets were re-
suspended in lysis buffer consisting of 0.02 M tris-HCl (pH 7.4), 0.1
M KCl, 0.001 M EDTA (pH 8), and 0.5 M NP-40. One tablet of 1×
cOmplete protease inhibitor (Roche) was added to 10 ml of fresh
lysis buffer. Samples were incubated on ice and vortexed every 5 s
for a total of 15 min and sonicated on ice with a 4× 5-s pulse at 40%
amplitude with a 30-s break between samples. Following sonication,
samples were transferred to clean tubes and spun down at max
speed at 4°C for 10 min. The supernatant was transferred to an ad-
ditional set of clean tubes for further proteomic analysis. Protein
was then quantified using the Pierce BCA Protein Assay Kit
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, catalog no. 23225). Twenty-five micro-
grams of protein was aliquoted from each sample and run at 200
V for 50 min in a 4 to 12% bis-tris gel with Mops buffer. The gel
was stained and visualized with SimplyBlue Safestain (Thermo
Fisher Scientific, catalog no. LC6060) following the manufacturer’s
instructions to ensure distinct protein bands before proceeding to
downstream quantification.

Further sample processing was then performed in collaboration
with the Proteomics Resource Center at Rockefeller University: Fifty
micrograms of protein from each sample was reduced and alkylated
using dithiothreitol and iodoacetamide. Proteins were precipitated
using chloroform/water/methanol extraction, and pellets were di-
gested with Endopeptidase LysC (Wako Chemicals) and sequencing
grade modified trypsin (Promega). Peptides were labeled with

TMTpro isobaric tags (Thermo Fisher Scientific), pooled, purified
using an Oasis HLB cartridge (Waters), and fractionated using a
high-pH fractionation spin column kit (Pierce). Fractionated pep-
tides were separated across a 2.5-hour linear gradient on a 250 mm
by 75 μm EasySpray column using a Dionex 3000 HPLC system op-
erating at 300 nl/min and analyzed by a Q-Exactive HF mass spec-
trometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) operating in positive data-
dependent acquisition mode. Raw data were queried against the
human proteome (downloaded from uniprot.org on 2/12/2019) at
1% false discovery rate (FDR) using MaxQuant v. 1.6.1.0. Data were
searched using the standard settings. Further statistical analysis was
performed within the Perseus framework using version 1.6.5.0.
Protein group intensities were log2-transformed and normalized
by subtraction of the median. Statistical significance was tested for
using FDR-corrected ( permutation-based with 250 randomiza-
tions) t test (q = 0.05). Validation of proteomic findings were
carried out in distinct experiments using freshly starved samples
and Western blots using the standard procedures and antibodies de-
scribed above.

Pathway enrichment for proteomic changes was performed with
iPAGE (9). For downstream quantification of mutational events in
the proteome, proteins that were significantly increased or de-
creased under either fed or starvation conditions were selected
with FDR < 0.05. Mutational status in each gene set was then
cross-referenced to previously collected whole-exome sequencing
data to determine mutational status of differentially abundant pro-
teins. Mutational changes were normalized to the total number of
unique mutations per cell relative to the unselected cell lines.

Whole-exome sequencing and analysis
DNA was extracted using the DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit
(QIAGEN) following the manufacturer’s instructions. Before se-
quencing, DNA was subjected to quality control with Picogreen
and Fragment Analyzer to determine DNA integrity. Cancer
samples were then sent for sequencing at the New York Genome
Center (NYGC). Whole-exome sequencing libraries were prepared
using the Agilent SureSelect XT library preparation kit in accor-
dance with the manufacturer ’s instructions. Briefly, DNA was
sheared using a Covaris LE220. DNA fragments were end-repaired,
adenylated, ligated to SureSelect oligo adapters, and amplified by
PCR. Exome capture was performed using the Agilent SureSelect
XT Human All Exome v6 (60 Mb) capture probe set, and captured
exome libraries were ligated to Agilent Sequencing adapters during
target selection and enriched by PCR. The final libraries were quan-
tified using the Qubit Fluorometer (Life Technologies) or Spectro-
max M2 (Molecular Devices) and Fragment Analyzer (Advanced
Analytical) or Agilent 2100 BioAnalyzer and were sequenced on
an Illumina NovaSeq 6000 sequencer run across two lanes of an
S4-300 cycle flow cell.

For cancer cell lines, base calling and filtering were performed
using current Illumina software; sequences were aligned to National
Cancer for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) genome build 37
using Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (67). Picard was used to mark du-
plicate reads (Picard v1.83; http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard/)
local realignment around insertions and deletions, and base quality
scores were recalibrated using GATK (Genome Analysis Toolkit
v3.5, PMID: 21478889). Variants were called using GATK Haploty-
peCaller, which generates a single-sample genomic variant call
format (GVCF) file. To improve variant call accuracy, multiple
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single-sample GVCF files were jointly genotyped using GATK Gen-
otypeGVCFs, which generates a multisample VCF. Variant Quality
Score Recalibration (VQSR) was performed on the multisample
VCF, which adds quality metrics to each variant that can be used
in downstream variant filtering.

For PDX exome sequencing, base calling and filtering were per-
formed using current Illumina software. Mouse reads were then de-
tected and removed from the FASTQ files by aligning the data to a
combined reference of mouse (GRCm38) and human (NCBI
genome build 37). All read pairs with both reads mapping to
mouse or one read mapping to mouse and the other unmapped
were excluded from subsequent processing and analysis steps. The
samples were then processed through NYGC’s somatic preprocess-
ing and variant-calling pipelines. The samples were aligned to build
37 using Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (BWA-MEM v0.7.15) (67);
NYGC’s ShortAlignmentMarking (v2.1) is used to mark short
reads as unaligned (https://github.com/nygenome/nygc-short-
alignment-marking). GATK (v4.1.0) FixMateInformation is run
to verify and fix mate-pair information, followed by Novosort
(v1.03.01) markDuplicates to merge individual lane BAM files
into a single BAM file per sample. Duplicates are then sorted and
marked, and GATK’s base quality score recalibration is performed.
The final result of the preprocessing pipeline is a coordinate-sorted
BAM file for each sample. Variants were called using GATK Hap-
lotypeCaller, which generates a single-sample GVCF. To improve
variant call accuracy, the GVCF files were genotyped using GATK
GenotypeGVCFs, and VQSR was performed which adds quality
metrics to each variant that was used in downstream variant
filtering.

Variants were annotated using Annotate Variation
(ANNOVAR) (68). Any mutation appearing in the majority (at
least two of three) control cell lines were considered parental muta-
tions. Variant calls that did not fall into the former category were
used for further analysis. In situations where mutational events
were predicted to affect multiple transcripts and result in more
than one possible amino acid/codon switching event, all mutational
events were first counted and then normalized to the total number
of transcripts affected from the single mutation. For cell line anal-
yses, mutational counts were averaged across triplicates in each cell
line, and amino acid/codon switching events were normalized to the
total number of SNVs not considered parental mutations. For PDX
experiments, we made the following adjustment: Because the paren-
tal tumors were generally not propagated across multiple mice in
contrast to the highly liver metastatic derivative, unique mutations
were filtered out using the matched tumors as a reference. We then
calculated the rate of events in shared mutations and compared this
to the frequency in the mutations unique to only liver-metastat-
ic tumors.

Software libraries used
Experiment and model schematics were created with BioRender.
com. Specialized software libraries used for gene expression, ribo-
some profiling, and whole-exome sequencing analyses are cited in
their respective methods sections. For statistical analysis and plot-
ting not specifically referenced, we used the following Python librar-
ies: NumPy (1.19.2), pandas (1.13), SciPy (1.5.2), bioinfokit (2.0.3),
and Seaborn (0.11.0) as well as the following R libraries: corrplot
(0.92). GraphPad Prism (9.1.2) was also used to assist with statistical
analysis and figure creation.

Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses (t tests and Mann-Whitney tests) were carried
out using Prism 9 or SciPy (69) and were two-tailed tests unless oth-
erwise specified in the text. Bioinformatic analyses for gene expres-
sion and ribosome profiling were carried out using specialized
software packages as described under their corresponding sections.
Throughout all figures, *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, and
****P < 0.0001. Significance was concluded at P < 0.05.

Supplementary Materials
This PDF file includes:
Figs. S1 to S24
Tables S1 to S3

View/request a protocol for this paper from Bio-protocol.
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